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The Solar Cycle

Scientific goal:
Predict the amplitude of future cycle(s).

Predictions of Solar Cycle 24
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ure 1. The variation of the international sunspot number (RZ ) with time since 1995. The purple lines shows the
nual average RZ , while the black lines are the monthly values of RZ since the beginning of Solar Cycle 23, smoothed
er three points. The red crosses show the annual variation of Solar Cycle 16, moved to start in 2010 although Solar
le 14 is a better match using the new version of RZ . The blue line shows the SODA index prediction of Solar Cycle 24
hatten, 2005). The rise to the maximum of SC24 is well fit by the curve, which predicted Solar Cycle 24 (SC24) would
ak at an amplitude of 80 ± 20 in the middle of 2013 (2013.5). The epoch of solar minimum was set to December 2008
the predicted curve.

predictions
made

ar Cycle 24 has had fewer sunspots than average, but large events have still happened. The fast coronal
ss ejection of 23 July 2012 is an example [Russell et al., 2013]. Another unusual occurrence was Active Region
192, which formed in October 2014 as the largest active region since November 1990, reaching a peak area
Figure 2 The categorized predictions in Table
3300 𝜇 -hems during its disk passage between 17 and 30 October 2014. It also produced six X-class and
color bar is drawn at the one-σ error limits, and
merous M-class flares during its initial disk passage [Sun et al., 2015].

2. The dot is the average prediction in each catego
the error bars show the range of each category. Exc
the breakouts
of the precursor class, the colors correspond to those in Figure 1. The number of predict
ny predictions of the amplitude of Solar Cycle 24 appeared, even before the actual
time of minimum
snell, 2008, 2012]. Based on the analysis below, this sunspot cycle generated more predictions
than the preeach category
is written under the symbols. A dashed horizontal line is drawn at R24 = 115.

us three. Most of the predictions predict only the amplitude and time of the next solar maximum. Missing
he finer-grained time behavior, such as the timing of cycle extrema, which are usually found by examing not only the sunspot number record but also other measures of solar activity, such as the flare rate or
gnetic flux, that may peak at diﬀerent times of the sunspot cycle.
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Why do polar fields predict the next cycle?
How can we predict the polar field?
Why do fluctuations occur?
What effect could a rogue region have?

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 767:L25 (7pp), 2013 April 20
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The text inside the figure panel indicates the Pearson’s correlation coefficient
and its statistical significance.
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Decaying active regions create the polar field!

Data: US National Solar Observatory

Longitude-averaged magnetic field

Data: US National Solar Observatory

The Surface Flux Transport model

Leighton, Astrophys. J. (1964)

The Surface Flux Transport model

1. Spreading (“diffusion”)

2. Transport
- poleward flow
- differential rotation
3. Decay (subduction)

Model calibration
Whitbread, Yeates, & Muñoz-Jaramillo

Polar field vs. observation

The Astrophysical Journal, 863:116 (11pp), 2018 August 20

Whitbread, Yeate

Figure 3. Evolution of the axial dipole moment for Cycles 21 to 23. Each proﬁle is obtained by (a) only using a certain number of the biggest c
dipole moment, or (b) removing the biggest contributors to the axial dipole moment. Color intensity is indicative of the number of regions used
shown in the legend. The light gray curve shows the observed axial dipole moment. Vertical dashed lines indicate start/end points of cycles
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Figure 2. Nine most signiﬁcant contributing regions from Cycle 23, as
measured by Drel (tend ). The panels are equal in size and centered around each
region. Each image is saturated individually.
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Coupled surface-interior model

Nagy et al., Solar Phys. (2017)

Effect of a large region

Nagy et al., Solar Phys. (2017)

Is such a big region realistic?
Comparable with region in
October 2014:

Great sunspot of 1947
(twice as big):

The spot that killed the dynamo!

Nagy et al., Solar Phys. (2017)

Take-home messages
Sunspots are magnetic.
The Sun’s polar magnetic field forms from the decaying
sunspots in each 11-year solar cycle.
The polar field at cycle minimum correlates with the upcoming
cycle amplitude.
Cycle-to-cycle fluctuations seem to be caused by random
variations in the sunspots that emerge.
A single rogue sunspot could have a significant impact on the
following cycle!
http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/~bmjg46/

https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/news/

http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/~bmjg46/

Web

Rogue Sunspots - Dr Anthony Yeates, Durham University

http://solardynamo.org/visualizations/AIA_HMI/index.html - interactive
visualization of the Sun from Andrés Muñoz-Jaramillo
http://suntoday.lmsal.com/suntoday/ or https://www.solarmonitor.org - view
observations of the Sun over time in various wavelengths
https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/solar-cycle-progression - progression of Solar
Cycle 24 according to the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center.

Books
Nature’s Third Cycle, A.R. Choudhuri, Oxford University Press, 2015.
Journey from the Center of the Sun, J. Zirker, Princeton University Press, 2002.

Articles
For more detail there are some excellent reviews in the open access journal
Living Reviews in Solar Physics:
-

“The Solar Cycle” by D. Hathaway (https://link.springer.com/article/
10.12942/lrsp-2010-1)

-

“Solar Cycle Prediction” by K. Petrovay (https://link.springer.com/article/
10.12942/lrsp-2010-6)

